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  A. Read the following text and choose the correct answer a, b, c or d: (60 marks) 

Not all people have the ability to explore their future and build it with more confidence and clarity. Most studies 

have highlighted the role of parents as active agents in the career development of their children. Parents want their 

children to opt for a career they know well about, but what their children want or aspire to become can be 

completely different. Many parents said they had misguided their children into choosing a career of their choice. It 

is very important not to burden our children with unreal expectations. There are a few factors that are of great 

importance in the career selection process. The child’s aptitude is a mirror of his/her personality, strengths, and 

weaknesses. Hence, a designed aptitude test can reveal a lot of information regarding the child that can help in 

taking a well-informed career selection. It is very difficult to spend your life working in a field that you are not 

interested in. Courses leading towards a desired career should be found easily for the young to enable them to make 

right decisions about their future. Psychologists said that it was very easy for a child to get swayed by peer pressure 

into choosing a career that the majority was opting rather than the one which was best for him/her.  
 

1. Parents want their children to ………. a career they know well about. 

   a. refuse                            b. choose                 c. admire                            d. adapt  

2. Many parents said they ………… their children into choosing a career of their choice. 

   a. mislead                         b. lead                      c. help                               d. misunderstand 

3. There should be leading ………… to help children choose the best job for them in the future.  

   a- activities                       b- courses                c- exercises                       d- practices 

4. In deciding a future career, ………… should be taken into consideration according to the writer of the text.  

   a. one element                  b. two elements       c. three elements               d. more than five elements 

5. Psychologists said that it was very easy for a child to get swayed by ……… pressure into choosing a career. 

   a. parents                          b. friends                 c. fathers                           d. neighbours  

6. aptitude means:    

      a. expose                        b. influence             c. quality                           d. natural ability or skill 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………................... 

B. Read the following text and choose the correct answer a, b, c or d:(60 marks) 
One of the most destructive moments in our lives is failure. When we work hard and keep faith with clear heart 

and soul to accomplish something and fail, it will surely have negative consequences for our lives. When we 

fail, life turns upside down. Everything seems to disappear into thin air. However, most people don’t realize 

that failure acts as a stepping-stone towards success. They don’t know that we can learn more about our lives 

when we fail. Throughout history, there have been many famous people, who had once greatest failures in their 

lives, but later they could learn from their experience and were able to reach the top. Thomas Edison is by far 

one of the most famous inventors in history. He holds 1,093 patents to his name. However, when attempting to 

invent a commercially viable electric lightbulb, he failed over 10,000 times. When asked by a reporter how it 

felt to fail so many times, he merely stated, “I have not failed 10,000 times. I have not failed once. I have 

succeeded in proving that those 10,000 ways will not work. When I have eliminated the ways that will not 

work, I will find the way that will work.” 
 

7. One of the most destructive moments in our lives is ………… 

    a. success                             b. marriage                                    c. playing                    d. failing 

8. Most people don’t realize that failure acts as a ………… towards success. 

    a. a means of progress         b. a means of advancement           c. good                        d. both a and b 

9. Throughout history, there have been many ………….. people who had once greatest failures in their 

lives. 

    a. well known                      b. unknown                                   c. familiar                    d. unfamiliar  

10. When I have …………. the ways that will not work, I will find the way that will work.” 

    a. decorated                         b. deleted                                       c. added                       d. put  

11. Thomas Edison is by far one of the most …………. inventors in history.  

    a. educated                          b. failure                                         c. famous                      d. writer   

12. The word Insurance means:  

                                     a- reduced to a state of financial ruins                      b. amazingly or confusingly               

                                      c. a means of guaranteeing protection or safety       d- put an end to or get rid of  

A 



 

C. Choose the correct answer from a b c or d    (130 marks) 
13. If you study hard enough, you will be able to a …………… with no troubles. 

     a. on a roll                     b. be dead in the water        c. ace the test                         d. back the wrong horse 

14. In a few years our company should be able to ………… the world’s most developed nations. 

     a. ace the test                 b. on a roll                          c. join the ranks of             d. dead in the water 

15. Future plans and .…………… have a great importance in a person’s life.  

           a. decisions              b. decisively                       c. decisive                         d. decide   

16. A few weeks ago, a woman ………….. to report a robbery at her house. 

    a. was calling                         b. has called                      c. had called                      d. called 

17. The burglar came in through the front door, ……… the women’s handbag, emptied it out and stole her  

        purse.  

    a. picked up                    b. had watched               c. picks up                      d. has picked up 

18.  Times …………. hard and the family had been struggling for some time. 

    a. are                               b. will be                          c. were                             d. had 

19. She didn’t really ………… her workmates in her previous job. 

    a. keep up with               b. get into                         c. fit in with                             d. follow through  

20. We need to .…………. people so that they understand the importance of a good and a healthy diet.   

    a. educational                  b. education                    c. educationally               d. educate   

21. What ………… when your husband came home? 

    a. have you been doing          b. are you doing              c. did you do                   d. were you doing       

22. The group had one successful song but failed to …………… with another hit record. 

    a. reach out to                   b. keep up with                c. fit in with                     d. follow it through 

23. We pronounce ‘d’ at the end of the word …….. 

    a. wanted                                   b. added                                c. helped                              d. realised    

24. She has been ………… yoga recently.  

    a. getting into                    b. running into                 c. follow through             d. fit in 

25. What ……………… after you woke up?  

    a. have you been doing           b. did you do                    c. do you do                     d. have you done 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

D. Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (12 Marks) 

26. A: …………………………………………………………….. 

      B: Our team has won ten matches this season. 

27. A. ……………………………………………………………. 

      B. We have been studying English for ten years. 

28. A. …………………………………………………………….. 

      B. I went to school with my friends. 

29. A: …………………………………………………………….. 

      B. I was born in Austria. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

E. Rewrite the following text. Find the mistakes and correct them (four mistakes only)                  

      30- 31- 32- 33                                                                                              (8 marks) 
 

The only weigh to success is to study hard. My freinds helps me with everything i want 

F. Write a paragraph of no more than 80 words about (30 marks) 

             A personal experience in which you failed but then you could achieve your target.  
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A. Read the following text and choose the correct answer a, b, c or d: (60 marks) 
Most people think that education is limited to schools only, but the truth is that there are lessons that we can 

only learn from life, and they may be more important than those learnt at schools. Life lessons are sometimes 

painful before they are acquired, and in order to avoid this, we must benefit from the experiences of others. 

We shouldn't pay too much attention to the trivial things that are not important and waste our time and effort. 

Since life is so unpredictable, we must not live on expectations only and meet everything new in life with 

optimism and positive thinking. There is no word more boring and monotonous than the word "I". We must 

be confident of ourselves, but that doesn’t mean we talk about ourselves and our accomplishments all the 

time, as this inherits vanity Human relationships are also important because without love and support from 

family and friends, you will not feel happy and will not achieve success in life. Man by nature makes 

mistakes, so be tolerant and seek excuses for those around you, and if someone comes to you with an 

apology, do not stop him, and do not carry in your heart any envy of anyone. There are no alternatives to 

exercising, eating well, fresh air and sunshine.  
 

1. Most people think that ……………. is related to schools only. 

        a. health                    b. sport                 c. learning                   d. reading 

2. The lessons that we can only learn from life are very ……………. 

        a. worthless              b. valuable            c. trivial                      d. worse 

3. Acquired means to attain. 

        a. True                     b. False 

4. We have to meet everything new in life with ………….. thinking.  

        a. optimism             b. positive                c. reality                 d. both a and b  

5. Life's painful lessons can be avoided by people by means of ……………... the experiences of others.  

        a. neglecting           b. refusing                c. mocking             d. benefiting from  

6. The word trivial means: 

      a. a. a mark that something has been in a place             b. not serious, important or valuable 

      c. too much pride in one's self                                        d. modesty 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………................... 

B. Read the following text and choose the correct answer a, b, c or d: (60 marks) 
Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice and most of all, love of 

what you are doing or learning to do. Success, by definition, means to accomplish your goals. Some people 

define success by measures such as wealth, position or status and one’s capabilities. It is also believed by 

many people that a successful person must be rich, but in many cases, money cannot buy you success. In fact, 

there are some factors which help us be successful. Start by setting your goals. Having a goal is an essential 

thing, but it should be a smart goal which is achievable. It requires to stretch your capabilities and to stay 

committed and remind yourself that it is not the end of the road. One step more, if there was only one secret 

to success, it would be preparation. It will set you in the best position to execute the task with the least 

difficulty. Timing also is a crucial ingredient to success. The only method of obtaining good timing is 

through repetition and experience. Furthermore, one needs confidence to be successful.  
 

7. It is also believed by many people that a successful person must be …………… 

    a. wealthy                           b. poor                              c. attractive                               d. miserable   

8. Success, by definition, means to: 

    a. end your reading           b. start a new gob            c. finish your homework          d. fulfil your aim 

9. If there was only one secret to success, it would be ………………. .        

    a. forgetting                        b. remembering               c. aptitude                                 d. exercises 

10. The only method of obtaining good timing is through running and exercises  

     a. true                                b. false 

11. Getting a goal is a silly thing to achieve success.  

        a. true                                b. false   
12. The word perseverance means:   

          a. certain to happen and cannot be avoided                         b. to initiate or activate something 

          c. determination to keep trying to achieve something          d. hard work 

B 



 

 C. Choose the correct answer from a b c or d    (130 marks) 

13. If you ……… any trouble, just give me a call.  

      a. run into                      b. keep up with                c. fit in with                     d. follow it through     

14. She hated to say the words for fear of causing .…………… to him.  

      a. painful                       b. painfully                  c. painlessly             d. pain 

15. The rich have to ………… the poor.  

      a. run into                      b. keep up with                c. fit in with                    d. reach out to 

16. Nowadays, students can ………… the latest news by using the Internet. 

   a. reach out to                       b. keep up with                c. fit in with                     d. follow it through  

17. The situation is so uncertain that it is hard to make a confident ………….  

       a. predict                       b. predictable              c. prediction             d. predictably  

18. Many old people have more .……………. than others when dealing with the young generation.  

       a. tolerance                    b. tolerant                   c. tolerantly              d. tolerate 

19. I ………… writing when I was a kid, and I just never stopped loving it. 

       a. got into                      b. kept up with                 c. fitted in with                d. reached out to    

20. We’ve been talking about this project for a while, and it’s time to ………… 

      a. reach out to                 b. keep up with                c. fit in with                     d. follow it through     

21. It happened at four in the afternoon when she …………… news on TV. 

       a. is watching                 b. has watched               c. watched                       d. was watching 

22. What ……… after you woke up?  

      a. have been doing          b. did you do                   c. do you do                     d. have you done  

23. I ………… him for months.    

       a. haven’t seen                   b. didn’t see                           c. don’t see                                   d. hadn’t seen 

24. A big part of my job is ………… the latest research in medical technology.  

      a. reaching out to            b. keeping up with           c. fitting in with              d. following it through       

25. We pronounce ‘t’ at the end of the word …….. 

      a. realised                        b. educated                                 c. washed                      d. ordered 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

D. Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (12 Marks) 

26. A: …………………………………………………………….. 

      B: I put on my raincoat because it was raining. 

27. A: ……………………………………………………………. 

      B. We have been living here for twenty years. 

28. A: …………………………………………………………….. 

      B. I went there by bus. 

29. A: …………………………………………………………….. 

      B. The teacher asked the students to write their homework last week. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

E. Rewrite the following text. Find the mistakes and correct them (four mistakes only)             

  30- 31- 32- 33                                                                                                                         ( 8 marks) 

 

the whether is very good. There is many birds in the sky. The rods are clean.              
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

F. Write a paragraph of no more than 80 words about the following topic   (30 marks)   

                                              Someone who has influenced you to be the best version.      
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